ID FORUM PROGRAMME
"An event dedicated to digital identity"

1. PLENARY SESSIONS

TITLE
Tuesday 7 September 2021
9.30am to 11.30am

Digital identity in France: how
should it be deployed in the
face of the explosion in usage?

Tuesday 7 September 2021
4.00pm to 6.00pm

European Digital Identity: a new
framework, for what impact?

CONTENT
As the current health crisis made the use of digital tools more necessary than
ever, the launch of a new French electronic identity (eID) card and the adoption
of France-Connect by tens of millions of French citizens offer new prospects for
digital identity. How will the government react to the eID becoming widespread,
the launch of a Digital Identity Management System (‘SGIN’), and the first
European notifications? Will its reactions measure up to the challenge posed by
the health crisis? In France, what are the other initiatives aimed at the general
public? For what uses and with what experiences for the users?
By announcing a digital decade (2020–2030), the European Commission
wanted to commit to building a post-Covid society firmly anchored in digital
services. At the heart of this transformation is the ambitious proposal to revise
the eIDAS* Regulation to create a new "European Digital Identity Framework".
What are the real goals of this proposed regulation? What is its place in the
European digital strategy? On what global vision of the digital society and
economy is it based? How will it interact with the DMA, with the new AML
Regulation, or with the project for a new European digital health space? Can
this regulation organise a European ecosystem of digital uses? What are the
sovereignty impacts between the EU and its Member States? In this European
plenary session we will also discuss the main content of the proposed
regulation: What will it change compared to eIDAS? What are the main
novelties? What are the consequences for regulated and non-regulated private
services? How will the mobile portfolio of identity documents and certified
attributes be built? What are the uses that will require qualified providers?
* Draft regulation No 2021/0136 amending Regulation (EU) No 910/2014 as regards establishing a framework
for a European Digital Identity

2. ROUNDTABLE SESSIONS

TITLE
Tuesday 7 September 2021
12.00pm to 1.00pm

Digital identity to revolutionise
healthcare

Tuesday 7 September 2021
2.30 to 3.30pm

From health passport to identity
documents: is the future in mobile
documents?

Wednesday 8 September 2021
2.00pm to 3.30pm

Banks and Fintechs: a move
towards full integration of the KYC
approach, strong authentication,
and payment?

CONTENT
At the heart of developing a more preventive and individualised medicine,
and in a renewed health context, digital identity is working towards a
health revolution in France. The launch of "Mon Espace Santé" (My
Healthcare Space) and the recent ordinance on electronic identification in
healthcare have sanctioned the widespread use of secure messaging, the
long-awaited success of the shared medical record, and the dizzying takeoff of teleconsultation. This roundtable will take stock of authentication
solutions in the healthcare sector: opening of the directory of health
professionals; rollout of the e-CPS and the Carte Vitale app; widespread
use of INS and of practices to monitor identity, simplify pre-admission and
care journeys, and authenticate in the healthcare sector. It will also enable
participants to discover new management and care services made possible
by digital identity.
Following the establishment of "health passes" and certificates in the form of
2-D codes, we are witnessing an explosion of official identity documents on
mobile phones in Europe and around the world. A new generation of mobile
driving licences and digital travel documents (DTCs) is being introduced. The
European Digital Identity Wallet (EDIWA) project is also a reflection of this
trend. This roundtable opens the debate on the uses and developments of
mobile documents. What is their security and vulnerability compared to
physical documents? Are they derivatives, companions, or alternatives? Do
they have specific uses? What are the digital safeguards for certified or
derived data? Which new strategies should be adopted for the introduction
of public and private documents? What are the feedback and
recommendations?
The synergies between KYC and authentication and payment are progressing
in seamless journeys. The alliance between banks and fintechs offers new
opportunities to the market in terms of full KYC onboarding and of synergies
for commercial optimisation of customer journey and risk management. This
roundtable is an opportunity to understand the key questions: What are the
avenues opened up by the rise of electronic KYC to optimise the customer
journey? How will KYC, strong authentication, and payment be more
integrated (or not)? What are the new customer experiences? What are the
key innovations in KYC, authentication, and payment? How do new forms of
payment (A2A, RTP, Instant Payment, APIs...) impact KYC and authentication?
What are the sectoral specificities: banking, e-commerce, digital assets?

Thursday 9 September 2021
11.00am to 12.30pm

What alternative models for
identity?

Thursday 9 September 2021
2.00pm to 3.30pm

New AML Regulation and Remote
Identification: should we
outsource?

As the digital economy and society progress, several new identity
models are now emerging and being explored. This roundtable
examines in particular identity models decentralised on the blockchain
(SSI, DID, VC). How do the so-called self-sovereign identity and
verifiable attributes work? For which uses? What are the constraints
and potentials? What are the feedback and developments in progress?
Is there an adoption model for these recently deployed technologies?
What are the prospects?

With the health crisis, remote identification is becoming more widespread
beyond financial services and digital platforms. What are the challenges of
electronic KYC and remote identity verification? What are the risks,
compliance requirements, and new standards that apply? What are the
possible outsourcing strategies? In the light of the latest EU AML and EDIF
(eIDAS revision) regulation proposals, this roundtable addresses the key topic
of KYC outsourcing. What are the advantages and disadvantages? What do
service providers specialising in facial recognition and life detection bring to
the table? What is the speed of change and the regulatory, technical, and
operational complexity? What data sources should be used or pooled? What
is the feedback from outsourcing experiences?

